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evaluation scores of Mississippi State University Extension Service
agents
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Candidate for Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
A study was conducted to see if the level of use, expertise, and problem solving
abilities using information technology among Mississippi State University Extension
agents was positively correlated with the performance quality of the agent as measured in
the Mississippi State University Extension Service agent evaluation system. A second
purpose was to examine how well agents self-assess their technology skills. Lastly, the
study attempted to determine if there was a set of factors (including information
technology skills) that explained a substantial portion of the variation in performance
evaluation scores. The results showed that the Mississippi State University Extension
agent evaluation system does not consider information technology skills and usage of
agents. It was also found that agents are fairly adept at self-assessment of their
technology skills. Lastly, no set of factors were found that would substantially explain
performance evaluation ratings.
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INTRODUCTION
The Mississippi State University Extension Service is an organization whose
mission is as follows: “The Mississippi State University Extension Service [MSUES]
provides research-based information, educational programs, and technology transfer
focused on issues and needs of the people of Mississippi, enabling them to make
informed decisions about their economic, social, and cultural well-being” (About
Extension, 2016, para. 6). MSUES has historically used agents as the centerpiece of its
efforts to deliver its educational mission. While the emphasis on county Extension agents
as first-line educators has varied with Extension administrations, the current MSUES
staffing plan adopted in 2012 firmly places the emphasis of delivery of educational
programming on county-based agents. The plan includes an integrated model with
specialized faculty and regional specialists in the various subject areas and a base county
model of two agents. One agent will have a primary focus on agriculture and natural
resources, and the other will be primarily focused on family and consumer sciences.
Both agents in the base model are expected to conduct and support educational
programming in community development and in youth development through 4-H
(Mississippi State University Extension, 2015).
As part of the current MSUES staffing plan, there are five program planning
strategies that have been adopted. Of primary interest in this research is number 4, which
1

states, “MSU Extension Service programs will utilize a variety of methodologies to reach
new and diverse audiences” (Mississippi State University Extension, 2015, p. 7). This
particular strategy sets forth a plan to introduce more online learning through courses,
webinars, websites, blogs, social media, and other electronic methodologies. MSUES
faculty and staff recognize that these types of strategies are critical to reaching new and
diverse audiences in Mississippi (Mississippi State University Extension, 2015).
With an emphasis on county Extension agents in the MSUES staffing plan and a
stated strategy of increasing online educational opportunities to reach new and diverse
clientele, it would seem logical that agents of the future must have skills for using
information technology to deliver educational content. A review of the current MSUES
agent performance evaluation system and whether it addresses the effective use of these
new information technology communication channels by agents seems appropriate.
Statement of the Problem
In the past 20 years, the information technology tools available to agents (and the
population in general) have increased exponentially. The baby boomer generation saw
the first widespread use of email and websites as a means of exchanging information.
“Dumb” cell phones became popular in the late 1980s and 1990s and revolutionized the
ability to maintain communications while outside the home or office. During the period
from 2000-2010, use of social media emerged. The millennial generation members were
among the first to adopt social media and led the way to an exponential increase in users
that now spreads across all generations and around the world. Following closely behind
was the era of smartphones with the Apple iPhone and Android models being the most
common (International Data Corporation, 2016). Smartphones and other mobile
2

technologies have been widely adopted across all generations and offer even more ways
for individuals and groups to communicate, educate, and exchange ideas and opinions
(Pew Research Center, 2015).
For the first 75 years that the Extension Service officially existed, the means of
communications between agents and clientele was mostly homogenous and consisted of
postal mail, personal contact, radio, newspaper, and television (Seevers & Graham,
2012). Of paramount importance to the effectiveness of an agent is the ability to educate
and serve clientele—which can only be done through some form of communication with
the clientele. With the rapidly increasing numbers of channels of communication
available, one could conclude that an effective agent must expand beyond the traditional
communication channels of the past and embrace new methods of reaching clientele—
methods of which almost all are related to information technology. While the traditional
channels cannot be abandoned, agents that continue to use the traditional methods
exclusively may find it increasingly difficult to reach a broad audience and run the risk of
only reaching clientele that remain firmly planted in the communication channel
paradigms of the past (Diem, Hino, Martin, & Meisenbach, 2011). By contrast, a fairly
recent study of Florida agents did not find that agents placed a great deal of importance of
using technology as a pre-entry competency for agents (Benge, Harder, & Carter, 2011).
Research by Davis and Verma (1993) in the southern Extension region has
indicated that performance evaluation scores generally serve as a motivator to agents in
the southern region. A large majority (94%) of agents surveyed thought they should take
the performance evaluation system seriously while 82% indicated they did so. In the
same study, over 90% of the agents believed that the performance evaluation system was
3

meant to (1) make them more effective agents, (2) evaluate their job performance, and (3)
evaluate their ability to do the job. If agents recognize the importance of the performance
evaluation process and if the resulting scores motivate agents in certain job
responsibilities, it is probable that a system that rewards information technology skills
and use would motivate agents to adopt new methods. Much research has been done on
barriers to adoption of information technology and perceptions of its use (Harder &
Lindner, 2008; Hopkins, 2013; Lakai, Jayaratne, Moore, & Kistler, 2012; Strode, 2012;
Wells, 2009), but very little research has been done on the extent to which information
technology skills and use factor (latently or overtly) into current agent performance
evaluation systems.
Background
The Cooperative Extension System in the United States, which includes the
MSUES, was created with the passage of the Smith-Lever Act of 1914 that was signed
into law by President Woodrow Wilson on May 8, 1914. The Extension System fits
within the greater context of the land grant system that was initially created by the
Morrill Act of 1862. The states’ Extension Services are implemented through the land
grant colleges and universities within that state (Extension Committee on Organization
and Policy, 1995). In Mississippi, Mississippi State University and Alcorn State
University are both land grant universities with Extension Services.
Among other things, the implementation of the Smith-Lever Act resulted in a
cooperative relationship between federal, state, and local governments and placed
professional employees, known typically as agents, in most counties in every state.
While there is variation from state to state in the current implementation of the Extension
4

System, most still retain local agents who provide informal educational services to
clientele in one or more subject matter areas including, but not limited to, agriculture,
natural resources, family and consumer sciences, youth development, and community
development. Based upon local need, the specific focus of a given agent changes
(Seevers & Graham, 2012).
In the specific case of the MSUES, the organizational structure consists of a
director and two associate directors. One associate director oversees the 4-H and family
and consumer science program areas. The other associate director oversees the
agriculture and natural resources areas. The community development program area is not
specifically assigned to an associate director, but leadership and expertise to this area are
provided by a center head, namely the head of the Center for Government and
Community Development. Underneath the director and associate directors are
comprehensive department heads, center heads, and Research and Extension (R&E)
Center heads. The state is divided into four regions with an R&E Center located in each.
Agents within a given region are directly supervised and evaluated by the R&E Center
Head for that region. Faculty, regional specialists, program associates, and other
Extension professionals are administratively and programmatically located within
subject-matter departments and R&E Centers. As discussed previously, each county has
at least two agents serving the county. Based upon population and need, some counties
have more than two agents (Mississippi State University Extension, 2015). It should be
noted that this is an incomplete description of the organizational structure, but it does
include those parts which are pertinent to county-level programming.
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As a publicly funded agency, organizational accountability is important for the
MSUES. For the 2016 fiscal year, the MSUES budget expends approximately 95% of its
state-appropriated monies on personnel with personnel costs being 88% of the combined
budget (D. Hamilton, personal communication, October 6, 2015). A substantial measure
of the effectiveness of the organization can be directly attributed to the effectiveness of
the individual employees that make up the MSUES. From 1994 to 2006, the MSUES
used basically the same performance evaluation instrument for agents (Long, 2006).
From 2006 to the present, the instrument has continued to remain essentially unchanged
(J. Rester, personal communication, October 6, 2015). Since 1994, changes to the
instrument have been superficial and relate to changes in terminology when referencing
the organization itself and changes to graphics. The instrument measures agent
performance in five basic areas including needs assessment, program planning, program
implementation, evaluation, and general duties and requirements (Cheatham, 1991). It is
worth noting that this instrument pre-dates the existence of the multitude of online
communication channels that exist currently.
Information technology support for agents is provided through the MSUES Center
for Technology Outreach (CTO). All agents are provided with a notebook computer and
docking station setup. Each county Extension office is connected to the Internet at a 1.54
megabit speed or higher, and all have interactive video conferencing systems in the
office. In addition to the equipment, agents are frequently offered opportunities to
enhance information technology skills through in-service training, interactive
videoconferencing, printed materials, and through a Technology Academy which is
offered each fall by faculty within the CTO. All agents are eligible to have a smartphone
6

provided by the MSUES, and some are provided pad computers. Due to personal use
limitations of a MSUES-provided smartphone, many agents opt to use personally owned
smartphones for business purposes. Agents are encouraged by CTO faculty and support
staff within the MSUES Office of Agricultural Communications (AGCOMM) to use
social media. CTO faculty and a social media strategist in AGCOMM are available to
provide guidance and instruction on best practices for social media use (Mississippi State
University Extension, 2015). Faculty within the CTO are available to guide agents on
the use of many types of information technology strategies including various distance
education practices using interactive videoconferencing.
Purpose of the Study
The basic topic of interest was whether the level of use, expertise, and problem
solving abilities using information technology among agents in Mississippi correlated
with the performance quality of the agent as measured in the Mississippi State University
Extension Service agent evaluation system. A second purpose was to determine if there
was an optimum set of factors which explains a substantial portion of the variation in
performance evaluation scores.
Research Questions
The research questions examined as part of this study are as follows:
1.

Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their respective performance evaluation scores?

2.

Is there a positive correlation between the critical thinking (using
information technology) skills of MSUES agents and their respective
performance evaluation scores?
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3.

Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their critical thinking (using information technology)
skills?

4.

Is there is a set of measures of Extension agents, including personal and
job-related characteristics, technology skills, and critical thinking skills
using technology that explain a statistically significant portion of the
variance in agent performance evaluation scores?
Significance of the Study

Depending upon the findings of the study, there were several possible effects that
lend significance to this study. If the answer to research questions one or two was no,
then it was anticipated that this study would lead to modifications of the agent evaluation
system to give credit to those agents that enhance their technology skills and broaden
their teaching methods to use additional, modern techniques that are available through
information technology. While this study may not be generalizable to Extension Services
in other states, it will likely provide insight nonetheless and create discussion on the
importance of information technology skills among agents in carrying forth the mission
of the Extension System as a whole.
Perhaps more importantly, a longer term effect of this study may also be
additional screening for information technology skills during the hiring process for
agents. If the answer to both research question one and two was yes, then modifications
to the evaluation system may be indicated depending upon the effect sizes found. The
answer to research question three will help guide a process for determining which agents
should receive additional professional development on information technology—
specifically whether such professional development should be voluntary or mandatory.
Within the MSUES, professional development related to technology skills is voluntary;
8

these results could suggest a change to that practice. The answer to research question
four could provide additional insight on the performance evaluation system and could
potentially guide modifications to the instrument.
While it may be an indirect effect, the results of the study could contribute to the
overall improvement to the Extension System. Modifications to the performance
evaluation instrument may increase technology skills, use, and adoption by agents.
Increased adoption of technology will broaden the Extension clientele base and deliver
programming more efficiently by reaching more people with the same amount of effort
(Gharis, Bardon, Evans, Hubbard, & Taylor, 2014).
Limitations
There are Extension Services in every state in the United States and in many other
countries as well. There is no single evaluation method for agents. Each state has its
own performance evaluation system. This leads to several limitations for this study.
1.

The results of this study cannot be generalized to other states.

2.

This study only includes agents and does not include any other types of
Extension employees such as faculty or support staff.

3.

This study is correlational only and does not purport to show cause and
effect relationships.
Assumptions

As will be discussed in subsequent sections, the data used from this study came
from existing sources within the MSUES. It was assumed that agents gave complete and
honest answers to self-assessment questions and that agents will have put forth their best
efforts at correctly completing the skills test portion of this study. It is further assumed
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that supervisory personnel conducting evaluations of agents did so in a fair and unbiased
way.
Definitions


Agent: An agent is an educator that provides informal education and
services to the public in a relatively small geographical area such as a
county. Educational areas that are typically taught relate to agriculture,
natural resources, family and consumer sciences, community
development, and youth programs. Some states may refer to them as
county agents, Extension educators, or Extension agents (Seevers &
Graham, 2012). Sometimes the subject matter area is prepended such as
4-H agent.



Blog: A blog is a website or webpage that is written in somewhat of an
informal or conversational style. It is typically characterized by the ability
of readers to post questions or comments to the page and engage in a
discussion with the author or other commenters. A blog author is typically
an individual or a small group (Wright-Porto, 2011).



Educational package: An educational package is a collection of
computer software and multimedia that is available for use either online or
standalone to educate a user on a topic or set of topics.



Edutainment: Edutainment is a term that refers to a computer or video
game that also has an educational purpose (Ma, Oikonomou, & Jain,
2011). An example might be the classic Lemonade Stand computer game
which is enjoyable for young learners to play and teaches basic business
strategies.



Extension system: This refers to the collective system of Extension
Services that exist in the various states and territories of the United States
(Seevers & Graham, 2012).



MSUES: This is an abbreviation for the Mississippi State University
Extension Service.



Online education/learning: Online education or learning refers to the act
of learning or being educated through use of the Internet. This can take
the form of websites, blogs, learning management systems, email, social
media, and many other forms (Bennett, Marsh, & Killen, 2007).
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Smartphone: A smartphone is a mobile, cellular telephone which has
expanded abilities beyond simply making a voice telephone call. A
smartphone is a type of handheld computer that can access the Internet.
Most are also characterized as small enough to be held in one hand and
have a touch screen interface (Woyke, 2014).



Social media: This refers to websites or applications that allow users to
interact with other users that have similar or common interests (Smith,
2009). Typical examples include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and
YouTube.



Video conferencing: Video conferencing is the act of using interactive
video technology to communicate and interact with others that are in
different physical locations (Johnson, 2003). Users can see one another
and can share computer screens and other multimedia as well. Some
examples are Skype, Facetime, and Scopia.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Considering that the study in question is very specific to the MSUES, there is a
limited amount of existing research in literature that is directly related to the research
questions. The bulk of the review that follows relates to the information technology use
and adoption among agents in the Extension System along with current usage,
preferences, barriers to adoption, and suggested solutions to overcome barriers. While
these issues are only tangentially related to the research questions, they are fundamental
in establishing the foundation upon which this study is laid. A review of literature on the
MSUES performance evaluation system and a review of information technology use and
metrics of agents follows.
Performance Evaluation
For most organizations, an effective performance evaluation system will lead to
higher employee morale and higher performance of individual employees (Davis &
Verma, 1993). The management of employee performance is critical to the effectiveness
of an organization (Cardy & Leonard, 2011). A performance evaluation often consists of,
among other things, a performance agreement. The performance agreement is a basis for
the performance evaluation which is an overview of the performance of the employee
(Armstrong & Taylor, 2014).
12

In a typical performance evaluation setting, the manager will have three desired
goals when evaluating subordinate employees. The first goal is to achieve or maintain a
positive relationship with the employee. The second goal is for the manager (or the
group) to maintain a positive self-image. The third goal is to achieve (or maintain)
behavior from the subordinate employee that is consistent with the goals and expectations
of the organization (Spence & Keeping, 2011).
The purpose of a performance evaluation is to take a positive review of an
employee’s performance such that future work by the employee may be better. It is also
a means by which problems in reaching performance standards and objectives may be
addressed (Armstrong & Taylor, 2014). Research has suggested that performance
appraisal systems are used for a variety of reasons (Cleveland, Murphy, & Williams,
1989). In many cases, the performance evaluation is summarized by a performance
rating that is meant to provide a summarized judgement of an employee’s performance
that may be categorized for performance or merit-based pay (Armstrong & Taylor, 2014).
According to DelPo (2007), there are many benefits to a performance appraisal including,
but not limited to, the following items:


motivate employees to achieve more,



identify training and development needs,



increase morale of employees,



create improved communication channels between the employee and the
manager,



identify low performing employees,



identify high performing employees that can be rewarded and increase
motivation, and
13



determine how an employee can further the goals of the organization.

Specifically within the Extension System, agents see performance evaluations as
something to motivate them and believe it will lead to greater effectiveness of their
efforts and ultimately lead to better educational programming within Extension (Davis &
Verma, 1993).
Performance evaluation systems are not without their drawbacks. The whole
concept of performance is ambiguous and often rooted in subjectivity (Armstrong &
Taylor, 2014). Managers often find it difficult to offer constructive criticism to a poorperforming employee (Harvard Business School Press, 2009). Performance ratings by
different managers are often inconsistent and managers may often inflate scores to avoid
confrontations (Armstrong & Taylor, 2014). One study indicated that some of the
reasons or goals of performance evaluations systems are incompatible with one another.
The manager and employee may have different expectations which could lead to negative
consequences (Cleveland et al., 1989). Another weakness is that performance
evaluations often tend to identify people at the top and bottom extremes but fail to make
substantive distinctions between those that fall in between the two extremes (Armstrong
& Taylor, 2014).
According to Baker (2013), the typical performance evaluation paradigm
[previously discussed and] found in most organizations [including the MSUES] is based
upon a military model in which the superior (manager) presents an appraisal report to the
subordinate (employee). This arrangement is an unbalanced power relationship with the
manager holding the power and the employee being a passive receiver of the appraisal.
14

The opinion of the manager carries greater weight than the employee’s opinion regardless
of whether or not the manager’s opinion is accurate. In this arrangement, it is very
difficult for a constructive dialogue to occur. There is an intrinsic tendency for the
appraisal to devolve into a simple monologue delivered by the manager to the employee.
There are increasing discussions among human resource professionals through
management conferences, articles, blogs, and books on alternatives to this model.
MSUES Performance Evaluation System
For the MSUES performance evaluation specifically, Long (2006) built upon the
work of Cheatham (1991) and established a historical timeline of the MSUES
performance evaluation instrument. The current MSUES performance evaluation
instrument was first developed in 1978. The instrument has been modified since then,
but the basic framework has remained intact. The original instrument consisted of 42
elements. In 1994, the original instrument was modified and the modified instrument
remained unchanged until the time of Long’s (2006) work. An October 2015 discussion
with MSU Human Resources Generalist, Juli Rester, confirmed that other than superficial
changes in wording and graphics, the instrument (as modified in 1994) has persisted until
present time without further change (J. Rester, personal communication, October 6,
2015). Agents are well-trained professionals, and like anyone else, they want to know
what is expected of them and how well they are meeting those expectations (Davis &
Verma, 1993). That is one of the key purposes of the MSUES evaluation system.

15

Importance of Information Technology to Extension
A 2009 Pew Research Center Internet and American Life project survey found
that 63% of adult Americans had high-speed broadband connections at home with 46% of
rural Americans having it (Horrigan, 2009). Extension clientele are able to go directly
online to find answers to subject-matter questions that were once answered by Extension
professionals (Seevers & Graham, 2012). This capability of clientele for bypassing
Extension professionals poses a clear threat to the Extension System’s [past] position as a
trusted source for unbiased, research-based information (Diem et al., 2011). To be
relevant and responsive to the needs of Extension clientele, Extension professionals must
be able to use technology effectively and have good communication skills (Terry, 2009).
Social media and other modern communication methods using technology allow
Extension professionals to engage clientele with reliable, up-to-date information and
engage a significantly higher number of clientele than can be done through the traditional
methods (Gharis et al., 2014). For an organization that has been around for over 100
years and has followed the same basic model for educating clientele since inception,
adopting new methods such as social media and other information technologies is a
daunting task (Seger, 2011).
While cost of information technology strategies for delivering Extension
programming is a concern, learning methods through information technology are more
cost effective when compared to face-to-face learning (Dromgoole & Boleman, 2006).
The initial investment in information technology equipment and applications is high, but
the cost per client will become less expensive as technology advances (Seevers &
Graham, 2012). With Extension budgets decreasing across the country, online learning
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provides a cheaper and more convenient method for delivering necessary in-service
training and programming (Senyurekli, Dworkin, & Dickinson, 2006).
Information Technology Usage by Agents
In a descriptive study of Arizona agents, Hopkins (2013) found that agents used a
variety of techniques including cell phones, tablet computers, and social media such as
blogs, YouTube, Facebook, wiki sites, and Twitter to deliver Extension information—
with Facebook being the most popular technique. Blogs and other social media outlets
offer an opportunity for rapid dissemination of information that may help minimize risks
or losses during times of crisis. Likewise, this method breaks apart the one-direction
methods of the past and allows interactive communication between clientele and
Extension experts on a large scale (Powell, Jacob, & Chapman, 2011).
A Texas Extension study by Nayak (2012) found that agents more frequently used
technology equipment such as cell phones, notebook computers (with presentation
software), and teleconferencing than other types of technology such as websites or
distance learning. Specific application technologies that were more frequently used by
agents were presentation, teleconferencing, and instant messaging. For agents in the
Arizona study by Hopkins (2013), 79.5% used smartphones with an average daily use of
23 times. All reported using a smartphone for voice calling, 97.2% used one for text
messaging, 77.1% used one for email, and 51.4% for Facebook. It is clear the different
communication methods are closely intertwined with one another. Consistent with the
findings of Hopkins (2013) and Nayak (2012), a mixed design research method of
Extension field staff in Michigan by Wells (2009) found that while Extension educators
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viewed themselves as capable of using information technology, most of their use was
limited to email, word processing, file swapping, and cell phone use.
Within the broader context of online tools, an Ohio State University Extension
study by Robinson (2013) found that communication techniques such as email, Skype, or
MSN Messenger were the most often used online tools by Extension professionals
whereas website design tools were the least often used. The same holds true whether the
Extension professional is in a learner mode (i.e., using the tools to becoming more
familiar with a particular subject matter) or educator mode. A slightly outdated, but still
relevant, national study of Extension educators by Senyurekli et al. (2006) found that
video conferencing was a technique used by 40.1%, while 24.2% reported using online
classes, and 10.2% reported using interactive television. The overwhelming majority
were interested in participating in online professional development in the future.
Reviewing agent use as related to other factors, younger agents use the online tool
of blogging more than older agents whereas older agents gravitate more toward tablet
computers than do younger agents (Nayak, 2012). For online tools in general, age and
years of service are inversely correlated. Gender, program area, and geographic service
area are not correlated with use of online tools. A motivator factor explains a plurality of
the variance in Extension professionals’ decision to use online tools (Robinson, 2013).
Across all age groups of agents, the most frequent forms of communication with clientele
are by telephone and email (Nayak, 2012). A University of Kentucky Extension study
found there were significant differences between adopters and non-adopters in use of
social media for program delivery. Gender defined differences in adopters and nonadopters for use of web conferencing, social media, and blogs. While all the differences
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were weak, males were more likely than females to adopt web conferencing and blogging
methods. Females were more likely than males to adopt social media. The study showed
personal use of online learning tools was correlated with the perceived usefulness of
video conferencing, social media, and blogging in Extension programming. A higher
level of personal innovativeness in information technology was found to positively
correlate with adoption as was perceptions on ease of use, usefulness, and attitude
(Strode, 2012).
Barriers to Technology Adoption by Agents
Among the agents that tend to be slow in adopting information technology, the
reluctance is particularly in the use of certain Internet technologies, such as the web.
Citing reasons such as a lack of desire to use technology, difficulty, and a general belief
that clientele prefer face-to-face methods, agents generally consider Internet technology
to be something that should be handled on their behalf by someone else such as a
secretary or IT support staff (Wells, 2009). Others find that the major limiting factor of
usage among agents tends to be the lack of availability of technology equipment for use
by the agents. Paradoxically, over 80% of agents in the same study where agents
reported the lack of availability also reported having access to email, websites,
presentation software, digital cameras, and web conferencing capabilities (Nayak, 2012).
Wells (2009) found that most Extension educators had access to baseline computer and
Internet technologies, but additional access to peripheral equipment and technology such
as cell phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), scanners, printers, and other software
was needed in order to increase effectiveness.
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Strode (2012) found that time and ability were the primary limiting factors on the
adoption of technology by Extension educators. Nayak (2012) found that older agents
more frequently reported inadequate training in technology as an obstacle to adoption
(Nayak, 2012). Harder and Linder (2008) found that while agents somewhat agreed that
performance evaluation, salary, and local recognition (or the lack of) were barriers to
adoption, incentives in general were not identified as a critical barrier. In a finding
consistent with Strode (2012), another study (Harder & Lindner, 2008) of agents found
they generally considered time as the most critical barrier and were concerned that if
additional time were spent on web-based learning resources, then there would not be
enough time to meet the demands of traditional clientele. Cost, planning, and technology
availability were also cited as barriers by Harder and Linder (2008).
Some modern uses of technology in Extension programming have their detractors.
Simeral (2001) believes that Extension has lost something of intrinsic value with trends
toward online learning, which likely contributes to the lack of adoption by some
Extension professionals. Simeral (2001) conceded these advances must be regarded as
improvements, but pointed out that the amount of face-to-face and personal contact with
clientele has been reduced, and he was troubled by that fact. These were once hallmark
methods of Extension work. In the specific realm of distance education, some county
Extension professionals agree and see distance education and other online learning
strategies as being in competition with traditional methods (Dromgoole & Boleman,
2006).
In a study of the Florida Extension Service, slightly more than 10% of agents
cited the ability to use technology for program delivery as an important pre-entry
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competency (Benge et al., 2011), which suggests agents place little value on information
technology usage. Citing Diem et al. (2011), Seger (2011, p. 2) said that, “Extension
professionals are generally in denial about the importance of current and future
technology trends” and they believed technology will take too much time, that it is
unimportant to their clientele, and that it will decrease the value of their programming.
The belief that clientele are not amenable to modern learning techniques runs
counter to findings from a study in the Pacific Northwest by Guenthner and Swan (2011)
which involved students at the University of Idaho and potato farmers. The study found
that the potato farmers were using technology more than the university students. The
study also found that age was related to technology use on the farm but gender was not.
Educational packages that use technology would likely be effective for the potato farmers
based upon the finding that there were no statistically significant differences in electronic
technology in entertainment between the students and the farmers. Educational packages
are software that is written for the purpose of educating the user on a particular topic
either by simulated experiences or through traditional presentation of information. Some
educational software is cleverly disguised in the form of a game or games and is referred
to as edutainment. Farmers seem to enjoy edutainment at similar level to the students.
Perhaps supporting the idea that farmers may not be as receptive to more online or
distance education services as believed by some agents was a study of Ohio famers which
found that both large and smaller scale farmers were willing to pay more taxes to keep
local county Extension offices rather than move to a regional model (Diekmann, Loibl,
Batte, & Yen, 2012). It is plausible that this willingness to increase taxes suggests a
preference for traditional Extension programming strategies. Diekmann et al. (2012) did
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not specifically examine whether Internet services provided by Extension would alter the
findings but acknowledged that they may.
Information Technology Preferences by Agents
Some agents have specific preferences of types of information technology to
utilize. Over 90% of the agents in the Nayak (2012) study responded that email was the
preferred primary means of communication with clientele. Extension educators were
comfortable with using online educational programs as a delivery method to clientele
(Dromgoole & Boleman, 2006). Among the Extension field staff studied by Wells
(2009), low frequency users reported a willingness to use technology if required to do so
but preferred one-on-one instruction. Medium users tended to believe their clientele
preferred in-person or face-to-face interaction, which is a belief supported by DeCamp,
Richert, Singleton, Vines, and Slipher (2001). High users tended to be highly focused on
clientele needs and had a high awareness of different ways to exploit technology in
delivering educational programming (Wells, 2009).
Increasing Adoption of Information Technology by Agents
There are a variety of identified ways in the literature to increase information
technology usage by Extension professionals. Wells (2009) suggested that high users
might be a possible resource (as mentors) for increasing use by medium and low users if
the high users relate successful outcomes from the high end users’ technology integration
into Extension programming. Increased awareness of the usefulness of information
technology and demonstrations of the ease-of-use in Extension are also likely to increase
adoption (Strode, 2012). Both the ideas of Wells (2009) and those of Strode (2012) are
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consistent with Rogers’ (2003) diffusion of innovation theory. Rogers’ (2003) theory
includes the concepts of a champion and of an opinion leader. Wells’ (2009) mention of
a mentor or resource leader is analogous to a champion but even more so of an opinion
leader. An opinion leader is an individual that influences the opinions, attitudes, or
actions of other individuals with relative frequency. Increased awareness is one of the
five stages defined by Rogers (2003). Another of Rogers’ (2003) findings was that
observability was one of the keys to increase adoption. Lower end technology users
could see the relative advantages of using technology in their work by observing the
benefits the high end users experience.
Wells (2009) and Strode (2012) found that Extension professionals cite the need
for additional training in information technology to increase their likelihood of adoption
and use. Additional training leads to increased awareness. In-service training is needed
to help agents better manage their time and increase their professional growth in all
areas—including information technology (Lakai et al., 2012). Wells (2009) made the
more specific recommendation that in-depth training be directed to high use Extension
educators to help them improve skills at web page development, image, video/audio
editing, and other areas in the belief this will support development of higher quality
educational content by the Extension professionals.
Other mechanisms for increasing adoption of Internet learning strategies include
carving out planning time for learning to use the appropriate tools, additional training
offerings, increased awareness of the usefulness of the techniques, and demonstrations of
the ease of use (Strode, 2012). Both Wells (2009) and Harder and Linder (2008)
postulated that a reward system is an appropriate incentive to encourage agents to adopt
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various information technology strategies within Extension programming. Wells (2009)
also said steps should be taken to make sure appointed [Extension] personnel are skilled
and technically competent in digital technologies and that technology use should become
a part of the underlying Extension culture in Michigan. Undeniably, hiring people that
are already competent in information technology is likely to increase the level of
adoption of it.
Critical Thinking Skills and E-Learning
There are volumes of studies in the area of critical thinking and problem based
learning, but there is little research in the specific area of critical thinking in virtual
learning environments (Saadé, Morin, & Thomas, 2012). Throughout the literature, there
are multiple nuanced definitions of critical thinking, but perhaps Saadé et al. (2012, p.
1609) describe it best as, “a skilled critical thinker is the one who can acknowledge the
difference between logical reasoning and personal opinion.” Their definition is stated
broadly enough to encompass the basic premise of critical thinking as discussed by others
herein cited. In the information age of today, critical thinking skills (however defined)
are more important than ever. Anyone with an Internet connection can create a website
or other online presence and post any facts, pseudo-facts, opinions, or beliefs they wish.
Critical thinking skills are needed for one to be able to differentiate false and outdated
information from valid, current, and reliable information (Saadé et al., 2012).
Patamaporn and Wannapiroon (2015) designed an inquiry-based system using
social networking and cloud computing to enhance students’ critical thinking skills. A
panel of 10 instructional design experts in higher education were used to design the
system and evaluate the learning activities within it. Their study revealed that cloud24

based learning and social networking play a vital role in student learning and
intercommunication. Students use cloud computing for data management and
collaboration with others. Social networking provides a framework for interactive
communication. They further concluded that critical thinking skills can be improved by
using these technologies in an inquiry-based learning activities environment.
A three-year study in Hong Kong of 124 junior secondary students using a flipped
classroom strategy found that deploying appropriate digital technologies that allow
mobile communications among groups of students helps improve and facilitate critical
thinking and enhance problem-solving skills of the students (Kong, 2015). Similarly, in
an experimental design study of preservice teachers in Tiawan, Yeh (2009) found
evidence to suggest that integrating e-learning into the direct instruction model will bring
improvements in critical thinking (and other areas too) to preservice teachers.
Yeh (2009) further found that these improvements come mainly from the use of
discussions, observational learning, guided practice, and participation in learning
communities. These mechanisms are often more easily and practically implemented
within an e-learning environment.
In the more specific field of nursing, a quasi-experimental design study was
conducted by Pucer, Trobec, and Žvanut (2014) with 40 first-year nursing students in
Slovenia. The students used interactive communications technology (Web 2.0) and made
use of pre-test and post-test discussion boards where critical thinking skills were needed
for solving or discussing issues. Nursing students were exposed to typical clinical
situations in an e-learning environment where the nurses were presented with challenges
implemented similar to a state diagram. The students were able to improve problem25

solving by progressing through multiple decisions typical of a real-world situation. The
study found that more interactive communication technology resources are needed and
that interactive communication technology is effective in improving critical thinking
among the studied set of nursing students. The authors acknowledged limitations of the
study and suggested additional research with a larger group of nursing students to
determine if findings can be generalized.
A quasi-experimental study of seventh grade geography students in Taiwan was
conducted by Huang, Hung, and Cheng (2012). The study used 62 students in two
different classes. The control group was taught through traditional methods that included
using video clips and pictures. The treatment group was taught using a computer-based
combination of text, digital maps, simulated animations of geographical changes, and
digital geography games. In seemingly conflicting statements, the authors concluded that
the interaction between students and between teachers and students was increased with
the use of the computer-based learning and the interaction in turn increased critical
thinking. However, their overall conclusion was that that the critical thinking ability of
students was not significantly improved by the introduction of the technology.
In a 2010 naturalistic study of third graders in nine different classes by Schoppek
and Tulis (2010), adaptive training software (MMM) was used for mathematical skills
training which is needed for math problem solving skills. The authors conducted two
studies with one providing additional practice to students outside the regular classroom
experience. The other study replaced a portion of the regular classroom practice with the
computer-assisted practice. Both sub-studies showed that a moderate amount of
individualized practices using the MMM adaptive learning software results in
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considerable improvements to students’ math skills—both in low performing and high
performing students. Many children with low pretest scores (9-12 points) saw increases
of as much as 20 points. The authors acknowledged the possibility of confounding
factors but postulated that the fact both studies showed improvements gave support to the
validity of the improvements which resulted from the computer-assisted learning.
Fessakis, Gouli, and Mavroudi (2013) cited multiple studies pointing out that
computer programming is an important competence for learning and acquiring problemsolving skills. Computer programming is analogous to “teaching” a computer how to
solve a problem. In so doing, students are thought to improve their own problem solving
skills (Clements & Nastasi, 1999).

Fessakis et al. (2013) conducted an exploratory case

study of kindergarten children. Children used one of two models for problem-solving, a
trial-and-error method or strategy-planning method using basic visual computer
programming concepts. Both models provided an environment for social interactions,
collaboration, and competition which helped maintain the children’s interest. The study
found that students enjoyed the activities and showed increased problem-solving skills
and mathematical skills as a result of the exposure. This further supports the idea that
technology can improve problem-solving and critical thinking skills.
Saadé et al. (2012) conducted a survey study among students enrolled in an
academic course about the fundamentals of information technology and business
productivity at Concordia University in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The course divided
material from the E-learning environment into two broad categories, resource
components and interactive components. The resource components were essentially
static information that could be read and examined online through a learning management
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system. The interactive components consisted of such things as online forums or
discussions and interactive feedback from the EISEL (educational information system for
enhanced learning). Of the 958 students surveyed, 490 responded. The results showed
that students perceived learning activities to be more strongly related to critical thinking
than resources. Students also perceived interactive components to contribute to critical
thinking more so than static content, assessments, or projects. For students to consider
content as important to critical thinking, it must be interactive—whether in physical or
digital form (Saadé et al., 2012).
These various studies seem to consistently show that use of computer technology
either directly or indirectly affects critical thinking and problem-solving skills in a
positive manner. The studies examined come from multiple countries and involve
several different age groups and professions. While none of these specifically address the
issue among Extension agents, they do provide insight.
Summary of Literature Review
Stated briefly, there is evidence in the literature that information technology is
critically important to effective Extension work. Extension agents use a wide variety of
information technology devices and methodologies and consider them to be an important
part of their jobs—even if they have not yet adopted the technology. There are barriers to
adoption with some related to budgetary constraints and some related to reluctance of the
individual agents to adopt. Critical thinking and problem-solving skills are desirable in
an Extension agent. Evidence suggests that information technology, at least in general,
likely has positive effects on improving critical thinking and problem-solving skills
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METHODS
In the information age where electronic gadgetry is prevalent and the number of
available communication channels seems to grow almost daily, Extension agents have
begun adopting new communication methods made available to them through
information technology. Of particular interest in this research is whether the level of
understanding and use of technology by MSUES agents is positively correlated with the
corresponding performance evaluations scores. The current MSUES agent evaluation
system was developed before the advent of the information age which would tend to
invite skepticism that there is a correlation. However, the performance evaluation system
appears to be quite robust, and it is conceivable that the two may be correlated.
Research Questions
The research questions examined as part of this study were as follows:
1.

Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their respective performance evaluation scores?

2.

Is there a positive correlation between the critical thinking (using
information technology) skills of MSUES agents and their respective
performance evaluation scores?

3.

Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their critical thinking (using information technology)
skills?
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4.

Is there is a set of measures of Extension agents, including personal and
job-related characteristics, technology skills, and critical thinking skills
using technology that explain a statistically significant portion of the
variance in agent performance evaluation scores?
Research Design

The research design method for this study was quantitative. This type of design
uses numerical data to answer predetermined questions or hypotheses (Ary, Jacobs, &
Sorensen, 2010). Quantitative design is often further classified into experimental and
non-experimental. Non-experimental research can be divided into three forms, ex post
facto, correlational, and survey research (Ary et al., 2010). For this study, the form used
will be correlational.
Research Data and Population
The data used for this study came from existing sources within the MSUES. This
author was directly involved in the data collection as part of the normal business
operations of the organization. The population of study was the set of full time agents in
the MSUES that were employed as Extension agents the entire time between
January 1, 2015 and December 31, 2015 minus two. One agent excluded was on
maternity leave and thus did not participate in the technology assessment. The second
agent was elected to a county government office and did not receive a 2015 evaluation
score; he was technically employed through the end of 2015 but was on personal leave
during the latter part of 2015. The population also excluded area agents who typically
serve multiple counties on a single subject matter area and agents that were not employed
for the full calendar year of 2015. The total population of agents as defined was
N = 153.
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Variables, Measures, and Instruments
There are five different sources of data that were used in this study. The MSUES
performance evaluation system provided data about agent performance. A technology
and internet assessment instrument was used to provide self-assessed technology ratings
for agents. A critical-thinking/problem solving test using technology was used to provide
another dimension of agent technology skills. A brief questionnaire along with existing
human resource data about agents provided personal and job-related characteristics for
the set of agents. Table 1 shows a list of all variables.
MSUES Performance Evaluation
The MSUES performance evaluation instrument was first developed in 1978 and
has gone through multiple modifications (Cheatham, 1991; Long, 2006) resulting in the
current instrument which has remained unchanged since 1994 (J. Rester, personal
communication, October 6, 2015). The instrument is found in APPENDIX A. An
agent’s performance is summarized in a composite score ranging from 0 to 30. This
composite score is a ratio variable and is the dependent variable for this study. The
instrument has five sections, which are Needs Assessment, Program Planning, Program
Implementation, Program Evaluation, and General Duties and Responsibilities. For
Program Implementation, an agent is rated with a score of 0 to 10 with 10 being best. For
the other sections, an agent is rated with a score of zero to five with five being the best
score. The sub-scores from each section are added together to create the composite score.
The ratings are provided by the agent’s supervisor—which in recent years has been a
Research and Extension (R&E) Center Head. While the instrument is consistent
statewide, agents are typically rated by one of four different individuals.
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Table 1

List of study variables

Variable

DV/IV Type

Range R. Q.

Performance Evaluation Score

DV

Ratio

0-30

1,2,3,4

Reviewer

IV

Nominal

1-5

1,2,3,4

TIA (Composite)

IV

Ratio

0-300

1,3,4

Use of Technology*

IV

Ratio

0-35

1,3,4

Specific Computer Skills*

IV

Ratio

0-60

1,3,4

Acquisition of Technical Knowledge*

IV

Ratio

0-30

1,3,4

Basic Internet Knowledge*

IV

Ratio

0-40

1,3,4

Internet Information Skills*

IV

Ratio

0-30

1,3,4

Adapting to Technology Change*

IV

Ratio

0-30

1,3,4

Impact of Technology*

IV

Ratio

0-30

1,3,4

Ethics in Technology*

IV

Ratio

0-45

1,3,4

iSkills Score (Composite)

IV

Ratio

0-500

2,3,4

Years of Service as Ext. Agent (Anywhere)

IV

Ordinal

1-5

4

Freq. of Use of Computer/Notebook for Work

IV

Ordinal

1-5

4

Freq. of Use of Smartphone/Pad for Work

IV

Ordinal

1-5

4

Hours of Technology Training (from MSUES)

IV

Ordinal

1-5

4

Academic Credit Hours in Technology

IV

Ordinal

1-5

4

Freq. of Use of Social Media (Work &
Personal)

IV

Ordinal

1-5

4

Length of Service to MSU-ES (Years)

IV

Ratio

4

Age (Years)

IV

Ratio

4

Gender

IV

Nominal

M or
F

4

Agent Rank

IV

Ordinal

1-4

4

Highest Degree

IV

Ordinal

1-4

4

* TIA sub score
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Explanation of Variables and Measurements


Age: This is a positive, real number used to represent the number of years
since an individual was born. It is calculated by using the number of days
that have elapsed since birth and dividing that number by 365.25 [the
average number of days per year].



Agent Rank: This is an integer number used to represent the rank of an
agent. Agents are ranked as Extension Agent I, Extension Agent II,
Extension Agent III or Extension Agent IV with the numeral one, two,
three, and four being used, respectively. A higher number indicates a
higher rank. The rank of an agent is determined through MSUES policies
upon initial employment as an agent. An agent may be promoted (or in
rare circumstances, demoted) according to MSUES policies throughout
the agent’s career.



Frequency of use of a notebook computer in carrying out job
responsibilities: In the context of this document, this is a single, numeric
value used to represent one of four possible ranges for frequency of an
agent’s use of a computer or notebook computer for carrying out job
responsibilities. The four possible ranges are (1) Never, (2) A few times
per week, (3) Once a day, or (4) Multiple times per day. This value is
collected through a questionnaire completed by the agent.



Frequency of use of a smartphone in carrying out job responsibilities:
In the context of this document, this is a single numeric value used to
represent one of four possible ranges for frequency of an agent’s use of a
smartphone for carrying out job responsibilities. The four possible ranges
are (1) Never (2) A few times per week, (3) Once a day, or (4) Multiple
times per day. This value is collected through a questionnaire completed
by the agent.



Frequency of use of social media: In the context of this document, this is
a single numeric value used to represent one of four possible ranges for
frequency of an agent’s use of social media including personal and workrelated. The four possible ranges are (1) Never (2) A few times per week,
(3) Once a day, or (4) Multiple times per day. This value is collected
through a questionnaire completed by the agent.



Gender: This is a single-character used to represent whether an agent is a
male or female. M stands for male, and F stands for female. This value is
specified by the person on initial employment paperwork.
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Highest Degree: This is an integer number used to represent the highest
academic degree achieved by an agent. The degrees are represented as
1=Bachelor’s, 2=Master’s, 3=Specialist, and 4=Doctoral. The highest
degree is determined through a certified transcript of the agent provided to
the MSUES from the academic institution awarding the degree(s).



Hours of academic credit in information technology: In the context of
this document, this is a single, numeric value used to represent one of four
possible ranges for the number of hours of post-secondary, academic
credit an agent has received in information technology. The four possible
ranges are (1) None, (2) 1 to 6 hours credit, (3) 7 to 12 hours, or (4) More
than 12 hours. This value is collected through a questionnaire completed
by the agent.



Hours of technology training from MSUES: In the context of this
document, this is a single, numeric value used to represent one of four
possible ranges for the number of hours of training an agent has received
by the MSUES in information technology. The four possible ranges are
(1) Less than 5 hours, (2) 5 to 15 hours, (3) 15 to 25 hours, or (4) More
than 25 hours. This value is collected through a questionnaire completed
by the agent.



Critical Thinking Skills: This is a single, numeric value used to
represent an individual’s critical thinking skills using information
technology. It is obtained by having the individual take an online skills
test called iSkills where the individual is subjected to various problems
that the individual must solve by using the software. Solutions to the
scenarios involve the user having to use simulated versions of a word
processor, web browser, spreadsheet, email application, and other types of
application software. The number ranges from 0 to 500 with 500 being
the best.



Length of Service to MSUES: This is a positive, real number used to
represent the number of years an individual has been employed by the
MSUES. It is calculated by using the number of days since initial
employment of the individual and dividing that number by 365.25 [the
average number of days per year]. It should be noted that an individual
may have served in another capacity other than an agent during the time
period. This value includes total years of employment with the MSUES—
regardless of the position held.



Performance Evaluation Score: In the context of this document, a
performance evaluation score is a single, numeric value used to represent
the quality of work performance delivered by an agent. It is obtained
through an annual review of the agent’s performance that is conducted by
the agent’s supervisor. It ranges from 0 to 30 with 30 being the best.
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Reviewer: This is a single digit number used to represent the different
reviewers responsible for assigning a performance evaluations score to a
specific agent. The reviewers for agents are their respective supervisors.
This value is used largely to determine if there are differences in scoring
between one reviewer and another.



Technology Skills: This is a single numeric, composite value that rates an
individual’s knowledge and understanding of the use of the Internet and
information technology in general. It is obtained by having the individual
rate his or her knowledge levels on various related issues using a
technology and assessment instrument called Technology Internet
Assessment (TIA). The ratings are indicated within a questionnaire. The
composite value ranges from 0 to 300 with 300 being the best. There are
eight, weighted sub-scores that are added together to create the composite
score. The eight areas are (1) Use of Technology (11.7%), (2) Specific
Computer Skills (20%), (3) Acquisition of Technical Knowledge (10%),
(4) Basic Internet Knowledge (13.3%), (5) Internet Information Skills
(10%), (6) Adapting to Technology Change (10%), (7) Impact of
Technology (10%), and (8) Ethics in Technology (15%).



Years of Service as an Agent: In the context of this document, this is a
single, numeric value used to represent one of four possible ranges for the
number of years an individual has served as an agent. The four possible
ranges are (1) less than 5 years, (2) 5 to 10 years, (3) 11 to 20 years, or (4)
more than 20 years. This value is collected through a questionnaire
completed by the agent.

Technology and Internet Assessment (TIA)
As part of normal operations of the MSUES, a self-assessment instrument called
the Technology and Internet Assessment (TIA) was used to provide a rating for agents’
self-assessment of their technology skills. The TIA instrument was administered online.
The instrument consists of 60 questions divided between eight different measurement
scales. As explained by Ealy (2000), the scales are Use of Technology (UOT), Specific
Computer Skills (SCS), Acquisition of Technical Knowledge (ATK), Basic Internet
Knowledge (BIK), Internet Information Skills (IIS), Adapting to Technology Change
(ATC), Impact of Technology (IOT), and Ethics in Technology (EIT). The TIA
questions are proprietary and are not allowed to be revealed outside the context of the
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actual test. Table 2 shows the scales along with the number of questions and raw score
ranges (Ealy, 2000).
Table 2

TIA scale scores and ranges

Scale

Questions

Raw Range

UOT

7

0-35

SCS

12

0-60

ATK

6

0-30

BIK

8

0-40

IIS

6

0-30

ATC

6

0-30

IOT

6

0-30

EIT

9

0-45

Total

60

0-300

According to Ealy (2000), a composite TIA score is calculated by adding the raw
scores of each of the eight individual sections. Each of the eight sub-scores and the
composite score will be tested as independent variables in order to choose the optimum
set of independent variables for explaining the variance in the dependent variable. All
nine variables are ratio variables.
Ealy (2000) reported that the TIA was created by first developing a list of 150
competencies derived from various computer educational and IT specialists and literature
reviews. The 150 competencies were reviewed and pared down by removing confusing
wording, unclear questions, and questions that did not lend themselves to Likert type
responses. Several questions were worded in a negative manner to control for affirmation
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bias, and the list was reduced to a final set of 60 questions. The TIA instrument was
tested and data were collected from high school students, community college students,
and students from four-year institutions with N = 782. Results were reviewed to evaluate
performance standards and to test the validity and reliability of the instrument and to
establish normative data. Content validity was established by a group of experts made up
of computer educational and IT specialists were asked to identify relevant competencies
and respective test items appropriate to measure the competencies. The experts were
asked to review the purpose of the TIA and rate whether the scales and items
appropriately met the expectation for each measure. The competencies rated by the
experts were combined with competencies identified in a review of the literature thus
forming the basis for development. Each of the eight sub-scales were found to have
content validity. Reliability was established through a test-retest procedure with a three
week period between testing and retesting to establish the coefficient of stability (Ealy,
2000). Table 3 shows the test-retest correlation coefficients for each of the subscales.
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Table 3

Test-retest reliability of TIA

Scale

Correlation Coefficients (N=64)

UOT

0.82

SCS

0.90

ATK

0.73

BIK

0.88

IIS

0.66

ATC

0.72

IOT

0.67

EIT

0.63

Note. Adapted from Technology and Internet Assessment (TIA) User’s Manual, p. 12, by
M. Ealy, 2000, Clearwater, Florida: H & H Publishing Company, Inc.
ISkills Assessment
The iSkills instrument is available from Educational Testing Service (ETS) and
was also administered to MSUES agents as part of normal operations. This instrument is
used to measure an individual’s critical thinking skills using technology by testing an
individual’s skill at solving typical business problems using a computer. The assessment
does not rely on a conventional set of questions and answers but actually tests skills by
posing problems for individuals to solve. The software driving the assessment measures
how well the individual solves the problem using capabilities inherent in the software.
Problems are solved using techniques typically found in word processors, web browsers,
spreadsheets, and other application software. The assessment results in a composite score
ranging from 0-500 (Educational Testing Service, n. d. a). This composite score is a ratio
variable and one of the independent variables that will be considered in the development
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of an optimum set of independent variables for explaining variance in the dependent
variable. Like the TIA, the iSkills problems are proprietary and are not allowed to be
revealed outside the context of the assessment.
The iSkills instrument (previously known as ICT Literacy) was developed
through a panel organized by ETS. The panel’s initial purpose was to assemble a group
of international leaders in education, business, and government to develop a standard
approach for measuring information technology skills. After completion of the research
from the ICT panel, ETS partnered with a group of higher education institutions to
develop the iSkills assessment (Educational Testing Service, n. d. b). According to Katz
and Macklin (2007), the ICT Literacy assessment [iSkills] was found to have
discriminant validity in a study of 4,048 college students. Cronbach alpha reliabilities
were found to be .85 or higher.
Personal and Job-Related Characteristics
A questionnaire was administered to MSUES agents as part of normal operations.
The questionnaire was used to provide past history of information technology skills
training and about past work experience in the MSUES. The following set of questions
make up the questionnaire. The answers to questions two through seven are all ordinal
and were considered as potential independent variables for explaining the variance in
agent performance evaluation scores. Questions five and six have overlapping answers
but are shown exactly as they were presented to the respondents.
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1.

Name [for identification purposes].

2.

How many years have you served as an Extension agent of any type
(either for MSU Extension or elsewhere)? Possible answers were as
follows: 1 = Less than 5 Years, 2 = 5-10 Years, 3 = 11-20 Years, and 4 =
More than 20 Years.

3.

During a typical work week, which answer best describes how frequently
you use a computer or notebook computer in carrying out your job
responsibilities? Examples might include for spreadsheets, accessing the
Internet, email, word processing, entering quarterly reports, 4-H
Enrollment, registering for events, keeping farm records, etc. Possible
answers were as follows: 1 = Never, 2 = A few times per week, 3 = Once a
day, and 4 = Multiple times per day.

4.

During a typical work week, which answer best describes how often you
use a smartphone or pad computer in carrying out your job duties? This
includes for phone calls, apps, text messaging, email, etc. Possible
answers were as follows: 1 = Never, 2 = A few times per week, 3 = Once a
day, and 4 = Multiple times per day.

5.

Over the years, MSU Extension has periodically offered in-service
training on using computers and technology such as word processing,
email, spreadsheets, Internet, farm records, and many other types of
computer software. Please estimate the total number of hours of in-service
training you have received in this area directly from MSU Extension.
Possible answers were as follows: 1 = Less than 5 hours, 2 = 5 to 15
hours, 3 = 15 to 25 hours, and 4 = More than 25 hours.

6.

During your formal education (after high school), how many credit hours
of formal education have you received that is directly related to computer
technology or software? Examples might be Introduction to Computer,
Computers in Agriculture, Word Processing 101, Advanced
Microcomputers, etc. Possible answers were as follows: 1 = No college
credits, 2 = 1 to 6 hours college credits, 3 = 6 to 12 hours college credit,
and 4 = More than 12 hours of college credit.

7.

For a typical week, which answer best describes how often you use social
media such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, Snapchat, or
similar services? Please include both work use and personal use. This may
include usage from a regular computer, smartphone, pad computer, etc.
Possible answers were as follows: 1 = Never, 2 = A few times per week, 3
= Once a day, and 4 = Multiple times per day.
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Data from the Extension human resources system were also considered for review
as possible independent variables. Data elements included length of service to the
MSUES (ratio), age (ratio), gender (nominal), agent rank (ordinal), and degree level
(ordinal).

Data Collection Methods
Data for this research came from existing data. The method of collection was by
requesting permission to use the data from the MSUES Director, Dr. Gary Jackson. See
APPENDIX B. A request was submitted to the Mississippi State University Office of
Regulatory Compliance Institutional Review Board seeking authorization to use the
existing research data. The IRB determined that the use of the existing data for this study
was exempt from IRB review. See APPENDIX C.
During July and August 2015, the MSUES conducted a technology training needs
assessment of all agents. A major focus of the MSUES is to have faculty provide inservice training to agents to prepare agents to deliver effective educational programs to
the citizens of Mississippi. The purpose of the needs assessment was to determine the
specific types of in-service training needed by agents in the area of technology and
related skills. A secondary purpose was to help identify agents that already have the
necessary skills to deliver educational programming in technology to their clientele.
Technology outreach is a new, non-traditional focus in Extension.
The needs assessment consisted in part of having all agents participate in a selfassessment of technology skills. The instrument used for the self-assessment was
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purchased from H&H Publishing. The instrument is called a Technology and Internet
Assessment (TIA) and was discussed earlier.
A second part of the needs assessment was a “critical thinking skills using
technology” assessment. This assessment was purchased from Educational Testing
Service (ETS) and is called the iSkills assessment. The iSkills assessment test was also
described earlier.
The last part of the needs assessment consisted of asking agents to provide
feedback on their technology usage habits and training received in the area of technology.
This was conducted as a seven item questionnaire described earlier. Other employmentrelated descriptive data were collected through normal employment practices of
Mississippi State University and the MSUES. This was discussed in more detail under the
Personal and Job-Related Characteristics section earlier on page 39.
For the TIA, iSkills, and seven-item questionnaire, each agent in Mississippi was
requested by his or her immediate supervisor to participate in the needs assessment being
conducted in partnership between the MSUES Center for Technology Outreach and
MSUES faculty and staff in the School of Human Sciences. Agents were given options
for taking the assessments in one of four regional locations in Mississippi during
weekdays from July 6, 2015 – July 17, 2015. The assessments were administered online
and identical notebook computers were used by all agents during the assessment. The
various locations and rooms where the assessments were conducted were similar with no
excessive temperatures, noise or other distractions present. Two intermittent employees
of the MSUES were used to administer the assessments at the various locations. Six
agents were unable to participate in the initial offerings at the four regional locations.
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Follow-up assessments were conducted with these six agents between July 20, 2015 and
August 12, 2015. The follow-up assessments were conducted on a one-on-one basis but
under similar room and location conditions.
Every agent was given a numerical authorization code for each of the three
assessments. This code is stored alongside the assessment data. When the data from the
human resources system and the performance evaluations scores were combined with the
needs assessment data, the single numeric code persisted and was used to match the
various datasets together for each agent in the analysis. The total number of cases was N
= 153.
Data Analysis Methods
Data for this research were analyzed using SPSS. For research questions one,
two, and three, a correlational analysis was used. For research question four, a multiple
linear regression analysis was conducted to determine whether statistically significant
explanations of the variances in the dependent variable could be explained by the
independent variables.
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RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to determine if the level of use, expertise, and
problem solving abilities using information technology among Extension agents in
Mississippi is related to the performance quality of the agent as measured in the
Mississippi State University Extension Service agent performance evaluation system.
Additionally, the purpose was to determine if there is an optimum set of factors,
including technology skills, which would explain the variance in agent performance
evaluation scores. Descriptive information for the population will be reported. Each
research question will be discussed and the findings reviewed.
Pre-Analyses of Data
The population was the set of full time agents in the MSUES that were employed
as Extension agents the entire time between January 1, 2015 and December 31, 2015
minus two that were excluded for reasons previously discussed. The total population of
agents as defined was N = 153. For the initial examination of the data, z-scores were
calculated for the performance evaluation scores in order to determine if there were
outliers in the data. The performance evaluation score of one agent was 5.4 standard
deviations below the mean. This case was determined to be an outlier (Mertler &
Vannatta, 2010) and was dropped from further inclusion in the study leaving the final
count as N = 152.
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Agent performance evaluation scores are central to answering all four of the
research questions. For three regions (Northeast, Northwest, Southwest), the reviewer
was a single administrator in that region. For the Southeast region, three agents (n = 3)
were evaluated by one administrator. The remainder of the agents (n = 37) were
evaluated by that same administrator in cooperation with a second administrator. The
mean and standard deviation for the group of three was M = 23.8, SD = 1.1. For the
group of 37, the mean and standard deviation were M = 23.4, SD = 1.1. Through a
personal conversation, the reviewer that was common to both groups indicated that even
though the group of three had only been rated by that reviewer, both reviewers consulted
together in discussing the scores. Therefore, even though both reviewers were not
present for the one group of three, and since they were jointly discussed and the means
and standard deviations of both groups were almost identical, these groups were
combined and treated as a single reviewer in all subsequent analyses of the data. The
reviewers will be referred to by region names, northeast (NE), northwest (NW), southeast
(SE), and southwest (SW).
Prior to conducting multiple analyses of the data, differences in performance
evaluation ratings among reviewers were examined. A one-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) was conducted and differences were found among the reviewers. The
ANOVA showed significant results with F(3,148) = 12.93, p < .001. Post-hoc tests (LSD
and Scheffe) were conducted and revealed no differences between the SE and SW
reviewers and no differences between the NE and NW reviewers. Statistically significant
differences occurred between each of the southern regions and each of the northern
regions. Consideration was given to making the assumption that agents in each of the
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four regions were essentially identical in collective performance. With that assumption,
performance evaluation scores could be normalized by region and then recombined into a
single group. Analyses of the data revealed factors that indicated no differences in the
regional group characteristics, but none of those factors could be shown to strongly
correlate with performance evaluation scores. Ultimately, it appeared that there were
indeed differences in performance evaluation scores, but it was inconclusive whether the
differences could be attributed to the reviewers or to actual differences in agent
performance. This unfortunate issue stymied further investigation of the dataset as a
whole in answering the four research questions. Since no differences were found
between the two southern reviewers and between the two northern reviewers, the
population was divided into two groups, a southern group and a northern group. To
further confirm this division as appropriate, an independent samples t-test was conducted
to check for differences in performance evaluation scores between the SE and SW
reviewers. Equality of variances could not be assumed. Correcting for the lack of
equality of variances, the test confirmed no statistically significant differences with
t(62.63) = -1.371, p = .18. The same test was run between NE and NW reviewers and
also confirmed no statistically significant differences with t(59.72) = -0.672, p = .50.
Further analysis was conducted within groups, northern and southern.
Demographics of Study Population
Age, Sex, and Length of Service
The mean age for all the agents was μ = 43.5 years with a standard deviation of
σ = 11.2. The mean age of agents in the south was M = 42.8 years with a standard
deviation of SD = 11.2. For the north, the mean age was M = 44.1 years with a standard
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deviation of SD = 11.2. Overall, the agents had a mean length of service in the MSUES
of μ = 12.0 years with a standard deviation of σ = 8.3. The south mean and standard
deviation for length of service were M = 10.8 years and SD = 8.3. For the north, they
were M = 13.2 years and SD = 8.0 Table 4 shows a breakdown of the age
characteristics. Almost half (46.7%) of the agents were age 40 or younger. Table 5
shows the division of agents by gender. Females accounted for 63.2% of the population
and 36.8% were male. 0 shows more detailed information on the lengths of service of the
agents. Over 50% of the agents had been employed by the MSUES for 10 years or
fewer.
Table 4
Group
South

North

All

Frequency of ages of Extension agents
Age Range (Years)
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
Over 60
Total
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
Over 60
Total
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
Over 60
Total

Frequency
8
32
16
15
5
76
9
22
21
19
5
76
17
54
37
34
10
152

Percent
10.5
42.1
21.1
19.7
6.6
100.0
11.8
28.9
27.6
25.0
6.6
100.0
11.2
35.5
24.3
22.4
6.6
100.0
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Cumulative Percent
10.5
52.6
73.7
93.4
100.0
11.8
40.8
68.4
93.4
100.0
11.2
46.7
71.1
93.4
100.0

Table 5
Group

Frequency of female and male Extension agents

South

Sex
Female
Male

North

Total
Female
Male

All

Total
Female
Male
Total

Frequency
47
29
76
49
27
76
96
56
152
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Percent
61.8
38.2
100.0
64.5
35.5
100.0
63.2
36.8
100.0

Cumulative Percent
61.8
100.0
64.5
100.0
63.2
100.0

Table 6
Group
South

North

All

Frequency of lengths of service of Extension agents
Length of Service Range
≤ 5 Years
6 - 10 Years
11 - 15 Years
16 - 20 Years
20 - 25 Years
> 25 Years
Total
≤ 5 Years
6 - 10 Years
11 - 15 Years
16 - 20 Years
20 - 25 Years
> 25 Years
Total
≤ 5 Years
6 - 10 Years
11 - 15 Years
16 - 20 Years
20 - 25 Years
> 25 Years
Total

Frequency
27
17
11
12
3
6
76
18
15
10
18
9
6
76
45
32
21
30
12
12
152

Percent
35.5
22.4
14.5
15.8
3.9
7.9
100.0
23.7
19.7
13.2
23.7
11.8
7.9
100.0
29.6
21.1
13.8
19.7
7.9
7.9
100.0

Cumulative Percent
35.5
57.9
72.4
88.2
92.1
100.0
23.7
43.4
56.6
80.3
92.1
100.0
29.6
50.7
64.5
84.2
92.1
100.0

Agent Rank
Extension agents in Mississippi have four levels of rank through which they can
promote. For the entire set of data, there is a relatively equal distribution of agents
between ranks one, two, and three, but there are some differences between the south
group and the north group. There are three fewer agents ranked I or II in the north versus
the south. Consequently, there are three more agents ranked III or IV in the north than in
the south. Table 7 shows the distribution of agents within each rank. Overall, slightly
over 57% of the agents are ranked as a level one or level two.
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Table 7
Group
South

Frequency of ranks of Extension agents
Agent Rank
I
II
III
IV

Total
I
II
III
IV

Frequency
21
24
21
10
76
22
20
22
12
76
43
44
43
22

Percent
27.6
31.6
27.6
13.2
100.0
28.9
26.3
28.9
15.8
100.0
28.3
28.9
28.3
14.5

Total

152

100.0

Total
I
II
III
IV

North

All

Cumulative Percent
27.6
59.2
86.8
100.0
28.9
55.3
84.2
100.0
28.3
57.2
85.5
100.0

Education
As for educational level, 77.6% of the agents have an advanced degree while
22.4% have a bachelor’s degree only. Collectively, the agents in the north are slightly
more educated than the south with 81.6% of agents in the north having an advanced
degree versus 73.7% in the south. 0 shows the frequency of highest degrees. There were
no agents with a specialist degree as their highest degree.
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Table 8

Frequency of highest degrees of Extension agents

Group
South

Highest Degree
Bachelor’s
Master’s
Doctorate

North

Total
Bachelor’s
Master’s
Doctorate

All

Total
Bachelor’s
Master’s
Doctorate
Total

Frequency
20
52
4
76
14
60
2
76
34
112
6
152

Percent
26.3
68.4
5.3
100.0
18.4
78.9
2.6
100.0
22.4
73.7
3.9
100.0

Cumulative Percent
26.3
94.7
100.0
18.4
97.4
100.0
22.4
96.1
100.0

Performance Evaluation
Performance evaluation scores for all agents ranged from a low of 19.5 to a high
of 29.0. The mean performance evaluation for all agents was μ = 24.5 with a standard
deviation of σ = 1.9. The mean for the south was M = 23.7 with a standard deviation of
SD = 1.3. For the north, it was M = 25.3 with a standard deviation of SD = 2.0. 0 shows
the frequencies of performance evaluation scores. It is noteworthy that 63.2% of the
scores from the south group are 24 or less versus only 30.3% for the north. The scores in
the south group are compressed over a smaller range and generally lower than the north
group scores.
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Table 9
Group
South

North

All

Frequency of performance evaluation score ranges
Performance Evaluation Range
> 18 to 21
> 21 to 24
> 24 to 27
> 27 to 30
Total
> 18 to 21
> 21 to 24
> 24 to 27
> 27 to 30
Total
> 18 to 21
> 21 to 24
> 24 to 27
> 27 to 30

Frequency
3
48
25
0
76
3
23
36
14
76
6
71
61
14

Percent
3.9
63.2
32.9
0.0
100.0
3.9
30.3
47.4
18.4
100.0
3.9
46.7
40.1
9.2

152

100.0

Total

Cumulative Percent
3.9
67.1
100.0
100.0
3.9
34.2
81.6
100.0
3.9
50.7
90.8
100.0

There are several possible issues that might contribute to the lower performance
evaluation scores of Extension agents in the south than in the north. As shown in Table 4
and 0, there are more agents under 40 years old and more agents with 10 or fewer years
of experience. Part of this difference can be attributed to an early retirement incentive
which occurred in the MSUES during fiscal year 2010. A larger group of agents retired
from the southern regions than from the northern, 18 in the south and 10 in the north. In
particular, the southeastern region saw more with 13 retirements. This likely explains
some of the present differences between the groups on age and length of service. There
are slightly more agents ranked I or II in the south than the north as shown in Table 7,
and there are fewer agents in the south with advanced degrees than in the north as
evidenced by 0.
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Computer, Smartphone, and Social Media Use
Table 10 shows the frequencies of how agents use computers and smartphones for
work-related purposes. Work-related and personal use of social media is also provided in
Table 10. For computer use, all agents reported using a computer at least some. Overall,
96.7% reported using a computer multiple times per day. For the south group and north
group, 98.7% and 94.7% of the agents, respectively, reported using a computer multiple
times per day. Smartphone use showed similar results with 90.8% of agents (in both
groups) reporting smartphone use as multiple times per day. In the south, one agent
reported no smartphone use. In the north, four agents reported no smartphone use.
More agents reported no use of social media than no use of smartphones. Overall,
16 agents (10.5%) reported no use of social media. In the south, seven agents (9.2%)
reported no social media use. In the north, nine (11.8%) reported no use. For the south
group, 76.3% groups reported use of either once a day or multiple times per day. For the
south, 68.4% reported once a day or multiple times per day.
Information Technology Education
Agents were also asked to self-report the number of hours of in-service training
related to computers and technology that was received from the MSUES, and 67.1%
reported they had received 5 or more hours of training. For the south, 63.2% reported
over 5 hours, and for the north, 71.1% reported over 5 hours of in-service training. This
is shown in Table 11. Agents were also asked how many formal college credit hours they
had received that were related to computers and technology. For both the north and
south, over 77% had at least some college credit related to information technology. This
is shown in Table 12.
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Frequency of use of computers/notebook computer, smartphone, or social media

Computer Usea
Smartphone Usea
Cumulative
Cumulative
Group Usage
Freq.
Pct.
Pct.
Freq.
Pct.
Pct.
South Never
0
0.0
0.0
1
1.3
1.3
A few times per week
0
0.0
0.0
4
5.3
6.6
Once a day
1
1.3
1.3
2
2.6
9.2
Multiple times per day
75
98.7
100.0
69
90.8
100.0
Total
76
100.0
76
100.0
North Never
0
0.0
0.0
4
5.3
5.3
A few times per week
2
2.6
2.6
3
3.9
9.2
Once a day
2
2.6
5.3
0
0.0
9.2
Multiple times per day
72
94.7
100.0
69
90.8
100.0
Total
76
100.0
76
100.0
All
Never
0
0.0
0.0
5
3.3
3.3
A few times per week
2
1.3
1.3
7
4.6
7.9
Once a day
3
2.0
3.3
2
1.3
9.2
Multiple times per day
147
96.7
100.0
138
90.8
100.0
Total
152
100.0
152
100.0
a. Computer/Notebook usage and smartphone usage are for work-related purposes only.
b. Social Media usage includes work-related and personal usage.

Table 10

Social Media Useb
Cumulative
Freq.
Pct.
Pct.
7
9.2
9.2
17
22.4
31.6
4
5.3
36.8
48
63.2
100.0
76
100.0
9
11.8
11.8
9
11.8
23.7
8
10.5
34.2
50
65.8
100.0
76
100.0
16
10.5
10.5
26
17.1
27.6
12
7.9
35.5
98
64.5
100.0
152
100.0

Table 11

In-service hours of training received by agents from the MSUES on
computers and technology

Group
South

In-service Hours
Frequency
Percent
Cumulative Percent
< 5 Hours
28
36.8
36.8
5-15 Hours
21
27.6
64.5
15-25 Hours
15
19.7
84.2
> 25 Hours
12
15.8
100.0
Total
76
100.0
North
< 5 Hours
22
28.9
28.9
5-15 Hours
22
28.9
57.9
15-25 Hours
15
19.7
77.6
> 25 Hours
17
22.4
100.0
Total
76
100.0
All
< 5 Hours
50
32.9
32.9
5-15 Hours
43
28.3
61.2
15-25 Hours
30
19.7
80.9
> 25 Hours
29
19.1
100.0
Total
152
100.0
Note. Some of the ranges overlap. This was an unavoidable consequence of having used
existing data.
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Table 12

Formal college credit hours related to computers and technology received by
agents

Group
South

College Credit Hours
Frequency
Percent
Cumulative Percent
None
16
21.1
21.1
1-6 Hours
38
50.0
71.1
6-12 Hours
15
19.7
90.8
> 12 Hours
7
9.2
100.0
Total
76
100.0
North
None
17
22.4
22.4
1-6 Hours
33
43.4
65.8
6-12 Hours
17
22.4
88.2
> 12 Hours
9
11.8
100.0
Total
76
100.0
All
None
33
21.7
21.7
1-6 Hours
71
46.7
68.4
6-12 Hours
32
21.1
89.5
> 12 Hours
16
10.5
100.0
Total
152
100.0
Note. Some of the ranges overlap. This was an unavoidable consequence of having used
existing data.
Technology Skills Scores
The mean TIA for all the agents was μ = 246.0 with a standard deviation of
σ = 27.3. The mean TIA for agents in the south was M = 246.8 and a standard deviation
of SD = 28.7. For the north, the mean TIA was M = 245.3 with a standard deviation of
SD = 26.0. The mean iSkills for all agents was μ = 236.9 with a standard deviation of
σ = 63.7. The south mean and standard deviation for iSkills was M = 242.1, SD = 66.2.
For the north, it was M = 231.7, SD = 61.2. Complete descriptive information for the
technology skills assessment scores are shown in Table 13.
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Table 13
Group
South
(n = 76)

North
(n = 76)

All
(N = 152)

Technology skills assessment scores
Variable
TIA
UOT
SCS
ATK
BIK
IIS
ATC
IOT
EIT
iSkills
TIA
UOT
SCS
ATK
BIK
IIS
ATC
IOT
EIT
iSkills
TIA
UOT
SCS
ATK
BIK
IIS
ATC
IOT
EIT
iSkills

Min.
168
13
33
14
23
10
13
17
25
60
185
12
34
13
25
15
13
14
26
80
168
12
33
13
23
10
13
14
25
60

Max.
292
35
60
28
40
30
30
30
45
410
291
35
60
26
40
30
30
30
45
350
292
35
60
28
40
30
30
30
45
410
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Mean
246.8
26.0
52.8
20.9
34.7
24.6
25.5
24.3
38.0
242.1
245.3
26.0
53.7
20.2
34.2
24.1
25.3
23.3
38.6
231.7
246.0
26.0
53.2
20.5
34.4
24.4
25.4
23.8
38.3
236.9

Std. Dev.
28.7
5.6
6.9
3.4
4.2
3.9
3.7
2.8
4.7
66.2
26.0
5.3
6.4
3.1
3.9
3.5
3.2
3.4
4.7
61.2
27.3
5.4
6.7
3.2
4.1
3.7
3.5
3.1
4.7
63.7

Data Checks for Assumptions
Research Questions One, Two, and Three
The first three research questions involve three variables, performance evaluation
score, iSkills score, and composite TIA score. Prior to examining correlations between
these variables, there are five assumptions (Gravetter & Wallnau, 1996; Howell, 1987)
that must be checked. The assumptions are as follows:
1.

The variables should be continuous.

2.

There should be no outliers in either of the variables.

3.

The variables should be normally distributed.

4.

The variables should be linearly related.

5.

The variables should be homoscedastic.
Assumption One

The performance evaluation, iSkills, and TIA scores are all continuous. This
assumption was met.
Assumption Two
Each of the three variables was checked, by north and south groups, for univariate
outliers by converting the values to z-scores and examining the scores. According to
Mertler and Vannatta (2010), z-score values that lie outside the -3.0 to 3.0 range might be
considered outliers. Examining the three variables, there were no scores outside this
range. Thus, the assumption of no outliers was met. Table 14 shows the minimum and
maximum z-scores for each variable within its respective group.
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Table 14
Group
South
North

Outlier checks for performance evaluation, iSkills, and TIA
Variable
Performance Evaluation
iSkills
TIA
Performance Evaluation
iSkills
TIA

Minimum Z-Score
-2.8
-2.8
-2.7
-2.9
-2.5
-2.3

Maximum Z-Score
2.2
2.5
1.6
1.8
1.9
1.8

Assumption Three
The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to check each of the variables for normality
within their respective group (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010). With this test, the
null hypothesis is that the variable is normal. A p value of p < .05 would reject the null
and suggest the variable is not normal. In this case, the performance evaluation score and
iSkills score did not violate the assumption of normality, but the TIA score did. To adjust
the TIA to normal, the TIA score was transformed using an inverse square root with a
constant of k = 300. Table 15 shows the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test (including the
transformed TIA score). With the transformed value of TIA in both groups, this
assumption was met.
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Table 15

Shapiro-Wilk test for normal distribution of performance evaluation, iSkills,
and TIA

df
Group Variable
Shapiro-Wilk
p valuea
76
South Performance Evaluation
.981
.307
76
iSkills
.988
.680
76
TIAb
.954
.008
76
TIA_transform
.986
.545
76
North Performance Evaluation
.968
.054
76
iSkills
.982
.369
b
76
TIA
.961
.020
76
TIA_transform
.984
.447
a. The null hypothesis for each is that the variable is normal.
b. The null hypothesis is rejected with α < .05. The TIA was transformed by
TIA_transform = √300 − 𝑇𝐼𝐴.
Assumption Four
Scatterplots were used to check the assumption of linearity between the set of
variables (Hair et al., 2010). Figure 1 shows the relationships for the south group. Figure
2 shows the relationships for the north group. As shown by both figures, there are no
apparent non-linear relationships between the three study variables. This assumption was
met.
Assumption Five
The scatterplots from Figure 1 and Figure 2 can also be used to assess the
assumption of homoscedasticity (Hair et al., 2010). Admittedly, the graphical judgement
from these figures is somewhat subjective, but the plots appear to be homoscedastic.
This assumption was met.
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Figure 1

Checks for linear relationships between performance evaluation, iSkills, and
TIA for south group.

Figure 2

Checks for linear relationships between performance evaluation, iSkills, and
TIA for north group.

Research Question Four
Assumptions for the linear regression analyses of the north and south group will
be discussed in the data analysis section.
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Data Analysis
Research Question One
Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their respective performance evaluation scores?
As previously discussed, the TIA score was not found to be normal, so a
transformation was performed to bring the score to a normal distribution using an inverse
transformation (√300 − 𝑇𝐼𝐴 ). Pearson correlations between performance evaluation
score and TIA score were calculated for each of the groups. The resulting correlation for
the south group was r = -.158. For the north group, it was r = -.302. The r values shown
were inverted to account for the inverse transformation.
Research Question Two
Is there a positive correlation between the critical thinking (using information
technology) skills of MSUES agents and their respective performance evaluation scores?
Pearson correlations between performance evaluation score and iSkills were
calculated for each of the groups. The resulting correlation for the south group was
r = -.043. For the north group, it was r = -.187.
Research Question Three
Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their critical thinking (using information technology) skills?
Pearson correlations between the transformed TIA score and iSkills were
calculated for each of the groups. The resulting correlation for the south group was
r = .589. For the north group, it was r = .550. As previously discussed, the TIA was
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inversely transformed. Values have been inverted to reflect that the relationship is direct
rather than inverted.
Research Question Four
Is there is a set of measures of Extension agents, including personal and jobrelated characteristics, technology skills, and critical thinking skills using technology that
explain a statistically significant portion of the variance in agent performance evaluation
scores?
Research question four deals with attempting to find a set of study variables that
will explain the variance in performance evaluation scores of agents.

The independent

variables and dependent variable in a multiple linear regression should be metric (Hair,
Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998). As shown in Table 1, eight of the variables under
consideration are technically ordinal, but they were treated as interval. Treating the
ordinal data as if it were interval is unlikely to have a significant effect on the outcomes
(Baker, Hardyck, & Petrinovich, 1966; Gaito, 1980; Labovitz, 1967).
Since the agents are divided into two groups with n = 76 agents in each group,
there are a limited number of study variables that can be practically included in a
regression analysis. A reasonable ratio of variables to cases is 1:10 (Hair et al., 2010)
which suggests a maximum of seven independent variables to be chosen for examination.
To determine which variables should be considered, a Pearson correlation was conducted
between the possible independent variables and the performance evaluation (dependent
variable). Since the correlation is used only for a broad review of the variables to screen
for potential inclusion in a multiple linear regression, the underlying correlation
assumptions were not considered since even extreme violations of the normality and
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measurement scale assumptions are unlikely to have a substantial effect on correlation
coefficients (Larry & Nancy, 1976). Table 16 shows the Pearson correlations and the
relative rank by magnitude. Within each group, the top seven variables with the largest
magnitude of correlation where chosen for analysis.
Table 16

Pearson Correlations with performance evaluation

Variable
TIA(transformed)
Use of Technology
Specific Computer Skills
Acquisition of Technical Knowledge
Basic Internet Knowledge
Internet Information Skills
Adapting to Technology Change
Impact of Technology
Ethics in Technology
iSkills
Freq. of Use of Computer/Notebook for Work
Freq. of Use of Smartphone/Pad for work
Hours of Technology training (from MSUES)
Academic Credit Hours in Technology
Freq. of Use of Social Media (Work & Personal)
Length of Service to MSU-ES (Years)
Age (Years)
Gender
Agent Rank
Highest Degree

South
North
Corr. Coeff. Rank Corr. Coeff.
.158
.302
9
-.103
-.267
16
-.149
-.251
11
-.108
-.244
14
-.196
-.235
6
-.037
-.276
19
-.162
-.330
8
-.104
-.236
15
-.041
-.130
18
-.043
-.187
17
-.165
-.047
7
-.144
.190
12
.327
.395
3
-.003
-.297
20
-.139
-.049
13
.352
.512
1
.216
.425
5
-.151
-.108
10
.346
.619
2
.229
.004
4

Rank
6
9
10
11
13
8
5
12
16
15
19
14
4
7
18
2
3
17
1
20

For the south, length of service, agent rank, hours of technology training, highest
degree, age, basic internet knowledge, and frequency of computer usage were tested.
Using the stepwise removal method, the only variable that was found to have significant
explanatory power for the south group was the agent length of service. Table 17 shows
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the multiple regression statistics for the south group. Since the regression was reduced to
only one variable, the finding essentially becomes a correlation with r = .352 rather than a
regression. Each variable can explain 12.4% of the variance in the other. Because this is
reduced to a correlation rather than a true regression equation, the assumptions for
multiple regression were not examined.
Table 17

Regression statistics for south group

(Constant)
Length of Service to MSUES

Unstandardized
Coeff.
B
Std. Error
23.067
0.230
0.055
0.017

Standardized
Coeff.
β
.352

t
100.230
3.233

p
< .001
.002

In the north, the seven variables with the highest magnitude correlations were
TIA, adapting to technology change, hours of technology training, academic credit hours
in technology, length of service, age, and agent rank. Using a stepwise removal method,
two variables were found to have significant explanatory power, agent rank and adapting
to technology change. Table 18 shows the multiple regression statistics for the north
group when all seven variables were tested.
Table 18

Regression statistics for north group with all variables

(Constant)
Agent Rank
Adapting to Tech. Change

Unstandardized
Coeff.
B
Std. Error
25.727
1.620
1.085
0.175
-0.115
0.058
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Standardized
Coeff.
β
.573
-.185

t
15.879
6.191
-1.995

p
< .001
< .001
.050

To further examine the relative role played by each variable, a second multiple
regression was conducted using the enter method with agent rank entered followed by
adapting to technology change. With only agent rank, the model explained 38.4% of the
variance in performance evaluation. Adding the adapting to technology change variable
resulted in an additional 3.2% explanation of the variance. Considering the change is
rather small, agent rank contributes the overwhelming majority of the explanation of
variance. Like the south group, the north group essentially becomes a Pearson
correlation, except in this case, the correlation is between agent rank and performance
evaluation with r = .619. Table 19 shows the multiple regressions statistics for the north
group when only agent rank is included.
Table 19

Regression statistics for north group with agent rank only

(Constant)
Agent Rank

Unstandardized
Coeff.
B
Std. Error
22.610
0.440
1.174
0.173
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Standardized
Coeff.
β
.619

t
51.372
6.786

p
< .001
< .001

FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter provides a summary of the data analysis discussed in CHAPTER IV
and provide analyses, conclusions, and implications of the findings.
Purpose of the Study
The basic topic of interest was whether the level of use, expertise, and problem
solving abilities using information technology among agents in Mississippi correlated
with the performance quality of the agent as measured in the Mississippi State University
Extension Service agent evaluation system. A second purpose was to determine if there
was an optimum set of factors, which explains a substantial portion of the variation in
performance evaluation scores.
Research Question Findings and Discussion
Research Question One
Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their respective performance evaluation scores?
Findings
A positive correlation between the TIA score and performance evaluation scores
of Extension agents was not found for the south nor for the north. A negligible to very
weak (Evans, 1996), negative correlation was found for the agents in the south. A weak
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(Evans, 1996), negative correlation was found for the agents in the north. Since the
correlations were not positive, the answer to this question for both groups is no.
Discussion
The lack of anything more than a weak (Evans, 1996) correlation with selfassessed technology skills and agent performance evaluation is unsurprising considering
the age of the performance evaluation system. With the high percentages of adult
Americans, both urban and rural, that have high-speed broadband (Horrigan, 2009), the
lack of a substantial correlation between technology skills and agent performance is
ominous. As found in the review of literature, the capability of clientele for bypassing
Extension professionals through technology poses a clear threat to the Extension
System’s position as a trusted source for unbiased, research-based information (Diem et
al., 2011). Terry (2009) pointed out the urgent need for Extension professionals to
possess strong technology and communication skills to remain relevant. Without a
performance evaluation system that rewards technology use and adoption among agents,
agents may be reluctant to adopt these strategies in their programming.
An unexpected finding is that technology skills were negatively correlated with
performance evaluation scores. For the north group, almost 10% of the variation in
performance evaluation was explained by the negative relationship with TIA. A possible
reason for this correlation could be that the administrators reviewing the agents in the
north tend to place higher value on traditional methods of Extension work rather than
new paradigms such as social media and other technology-related communication
channels. It could also just be a spurious statistical anomaly since the finding was not
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consistent in magnitude with the south region and since the correlation was weak (Evans,
1996). Additional study would be needed to verify the correlation and explain its cause.
Research Question Two
Is there a positive correlation between the critical thinking (using information
technology) skills of MSUES agents and their respective performance evaluation scores?
Findings
Nothing more than a negligible to very weak (Evans, 1996) correlation between
iSkills and performance evaluation was found for either the south or north group. For
both the south and north group, the answer to this question is effectively no.
Discussion
Similarly as described under research question one, this is an unsurprising finding
due to the age of the performance evaluation system. While social media and other
information technology related communication methods can reach a larger audience and
do so more efficiently (Gharis et al., 2014), it would appear this advantage is not reflected
in the performance evaluation of MSUES agents.
Research Question Three
Is there a positive correlation between the information technology skills of
MSUES agents and their critical thinking (using information technology) skills?
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Findings
A moderate (Evans, 1996), positive correlation was found between TIA and
iSkills scores for MSUES agents in both groups with 30-35% of the variance in one
explained by the other. The answer to this question is yes.
Discussion
While the correlation between the two was moderate (Evans, 1996), there is
obviously a fairly large gap between how skilled MSUES agents believe themselves to be
with technology versus how skilled they are when actually faced with real world
problems to solve through technology use. The two instruments (TIA and iSkills) are
different in other ways besides self-assessment and actual testing. The skills that are selfassessed with the TIA instrument and the skills tested with the iSkills instrument were not
equally matched. Therefore, it would be unreasonable to draw sweeping conclusions
about an agent’s ability to self-assess his or her technology skills. On the contrary,
considering the differences in the instruments and the relative size of the correlation, one
might be tempted to suspect that agents are fairly adept at self-assessment. Selfassessment tests are much easier to conduct and much less costly. Being able to measure
technology skills through self-assessment only would be highly desirable.
Research Question Four
Is there is a set of measures of Extension agents, including personal and jobrelated characteristics, technology skills, and critical thinking skills using technology that
explain a statistically significant portion of the variance in agent performance evaluation
scores?
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Findings
The answer to this question is a qualified yes. A weak (Evans, 1996) Pearson
correlation between length of service and performance evaluation was found for the south
group. For the north, a strong (Evans, 1996) Pearson correlation was identified between
agent rank and performance evaluation.
Discussion
The correlation between length of service and performance evaluation in the south
group is fairly small. The correlation between agent rank and performance evaluation
found in the north group is more interesting. What makes it interesting is the size (or lack
thereof) of the correlation. Even though the correlation is strong (Evans, 1996), since
agents supposedly progress through the ranks based upon gained experience, education,
and higher performance, an even stronger correlation between these factors would seem
to have been likely.
The lack of a strong correlation between any group of variables (other than agent
rank in the north) and performance evaluation creates many more questions than answers.
This lack of a substantial correlation creates a temptation to suspect the performance
evaluation scores are assigned very inconsistently. An explanation of why length of
service, agent rank, or educational level are not highly correlated with performance is
elusive. A possible explanation of the correlation with length of service in the south
group could be that age and length of service are more correlated than in the north. A
quick test of the correlation between age and length of service revealed otherwise with
r = .669 for the south and r = .677 for the north. Likewise, an independent samples t-test
comparing the north group and south group on age showed no statistically significant
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differences with t(150) = -.688, p = .492. An inspection of the frequencies of agent rank
in Table 7 does not reveal a noteworthy difference between the south group and north
group based on agent rank. This creates another perplexing finding of why agent rank
was strongly explanatory in one group but weak in the other.
Limitations of the Study
This study was strictly confined to Extension agents in the MSUES. The results
cannot be generalized to other Extension services. A further limitation of the study is that
there were unexplained statistical differences in performance evaluation scores based
upon reviewer. There may be other factors not considered that could explain the
differences.
Conclusions
Statistical differences between performance evaluation scores in the south and in
the north were found. While the purpose of this study was not to determine the
consistency of reviewer scoring of Extension agents, an explanation for the difference
was sought in order to account for differences and thus consider the entire population of
this study as one group. Despite multiple attempts to determine an explanation for the
differences, none was found. There could be extenuating factors outside the dataset for
this study that could explain the differences. Another possibility is that there are indeed
differences from one reviewer to the next. Without further study, it is not possible to
explain the difference.
As evidenced by the findings from three of the research questions, very little
emphasis seems to be placed on technology skills of agents within the current MSUES
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performance evaluation system. Technology skills and usage are clearly important to the
future success of Extension agents and the Extension system. If there is no relative
advantage (Rogers, 2003) for the Extension agents to increase their use of information
technology in Extension programming, they are unlikely to do so. As documented by
Cheatham (1991) and Long (2006), the evaluation system is quite old. Having been
developed before the existence (or more correctly, pervasiveness) of the Internet and
hand-held technology that is now commonplace, the system is outdated and needs to be
reviewed. The reported frequencies of computer and smartphone use and social media
use in Table 10 clearly indicated that agents are using technology, but there was not
enough granularity in the data to demonstrate whether the usage was directly related to
clientele engagement or if the usage was mostly internal or for self-improvement.
Recommendations for Practice
Based upon the findings from this study, the following recommendations are
made for the MSUES with respect to the Extension agent performance evaluation system.
1.

The current performance evaluation system for the MSUES should be
revised to include the addition of mechanisms to rate agent use of
information technology and their use of new, modern communication
channels that are driven by technology.

2.

Those conducting performance evaluation reviews of MSUES agents
should closely collaborate annually to insure and verify that agents are
evaluated consistently between reviewers and regions and that the
evaluation rubric is interpreted homogenously among all reviewers. If the
performance evaluation rating is to have any value, it is imperative that
group differences between reviewers (based upon the evaluation rating)
should be a result of actual differences among the performance of agents
therein.
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Recommendations for Further Research
From the review of literature and the findings from this study, the following
recommendations are made for further research.
1.

Research specific to Extension methodologies is needed to identify the
appropriate set of information technology skills that are important to highquality Extension work.

2.

Additional research is needed to determine the efficacy of engaging
Extension clientele through non-traditional communication channels such
as social media, webinars, online learning, group messaging, websites,
distance education, and other similar methods related to information
technology and to determine best practices for using these tools.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
INSTRUMENT FOR COUNTYLEVEL AND AREA-LEVEL
AGENTS
MSU ID No.____________________________

Full
Name:
Title:

County/Area: ____________________________

For year ending September 30, ______

I. ______
II. ______
III. ______
IV. ______
V. ______
Total Score: ______

Evaluated by:
____________________________________________________________________
_
Region: __________________________ Date: ______________________________________

Rating Scale:
5. Superior – Outstanding and exceptional.
4. Exceed job requirements.
3. Meets expectations – satisfactory.
2. Does not meet job requirements.
Counseling and–coaching
required
1. Unsatisfactory
not acceptable.
Correction required
I.

The Identification and Assessment of Needs






Score:

The agent maintains updated knowledge of the relevant Extension needs of
targeted clients.
The agent identifies and assesses needs of a regular basis throughout the year.
The agent identifies and updates needs that have long-term implications.
The agent assesses the local needs to ensure that state high-priority areas are
addressed.
The agent organizes information about county needs in a way as to
permit analysis of their significance, relevance, and timeliness.
1

2

3

4

5

II. Program Planning



The agent plans realistic methods and activities to meet the needs identified.
The priorities, levels of effort, and scheduling determined by the agent

82






allow attainment of the goals of programs.
The agent plans for the use of resource people to supplement programs.
The agent plans programs for a cross-section of targeted clients,
countywide or within program-defined groups as required by the
job assignment.
The agent coordinates plans with those of the other county
Extension agents and, when appropriate, with other professional
staff so as to participate in team effort

Score:

1

2

3

4

5

III. Program Implementation











The agent implements programs to address identified needs.
The agent implements programs that meet statewide needs in accordance with
Extension policy.
The agent adheres to the Plan of Work while accommodating unplanned or
unexpected needs
The agent regularly cooperates with non-Extension resource people.
The agent regularly demonstrates proficiency in the use of media to reach
audiences, as the job assignment requires.
The agent uses, but keeps a balance between, both group and individual client
contacts in teaching and program promotion.
The agent enhances program efforts by using Extension specialists or other
appropriate Extension experts.
The agent motivates clientele to respond through educational programs.
The agent exhibits a personal commitment to team efforts involving other
Extension professionals.
The agent maintains a regular program for self-improvement of skills and
knowledge.

Score:

2

4

6

8

10

IV. Program Evaluation






Score:

The agent evaluates programs to determine quality of life and economic impact.
The agent uses client feedback to evaluate programs and activities.
The agent ties the results of program evaluation techniques into the needs assessment
process.
The agent reviews and evaluates methods and activities and uses the results
for making prompt changes to improve programs.
The agent communicates results in a way that demonstrates the success of
Extension programs.
1

2

3
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4

5

V. General Duties and Requirements










Score:

The agent builds and maintains effective relationships with administrators and
state staff, using effective two-way communication skills in these relationships
to develop personally and improve program effectiveness.
The agent works as an effective team member by building and maintaining effective
relationships with county, area, and state professionals, communicating with county,
area, and state teams, and supporting county, area, and state professionals in their
efforts.
The agent works in a manner that builds and maintains a positive attitude in
the team, supports organizational efforts, helps the organization adapt to
changes, and projects a positive image of the MSU Extension Service to all
audiences.
The agent builds and maintains effective relationships with all targeted audiences,
interacting with them (and fellow professionals) in a manner that demonstrates
sensitivity to key social issues and public relations issues for the MSU Extension
Service and its audiences.
The agent completes necessary administrative responsibilities in a timely and wellorganized manner without detracting from ongoing program efforts.
1

2

3

4

5

Review conference with agent (use additional sheets if necessary).

______________________________

___________________________

Signature of Agent

Signature of Evaluator
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MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD (IRB) CONFIRMATION
OF EXEMPTION FROM REVIEW
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